1) Cable TV revolutionized communications; __________, the very existence of that service is now threatened by what’s happening in the world.

a. consequently
b. moreover
c. for example
d. nevertheless

2) Hospital are competing for a shrinking market share; ______, they are attempting to look for the most cost-effective and highest-quality care.

a. therefore
b. besides
c. also
d. furthermore

3) These ads can bring in revenue; __________, because they are government sponsored, they can keep costs at a minimum.

a. for example
b. on the whole
c. moreover
d. however

4) This company intends on moving shop; __________, it will keep all other departments here.

a. to this end
b. nevertheless
c. consequently
d. furthermore

5) The contract only runs for one year; __________, there are options to renew for two more years should we need anything else.

a. meanwhile
b. besides
c. however
d. moreover

6) The sales at this shop has increased recently; __________, we are very optimistic about the future growth.

a. however
b. instead
c. nevertheless
d. also

7) Since the beginning, the bank has lent more than $1 million; ________, its membership has grown to include 40 regional companies.

a. on the whole
b. in conclusion
c. in addition
d. nevertheless
8) We, in general, are a local company; ______________, we can offer services outside but as long as its within our state lines.

a. nevertheless 
b. meanwhile 
c. accordingly 
d. hence 

9) The woman who volunteered last week at Nascar has the most hands-on experience; __________ she was hired.

a. nevertheless 
b. furthermore 
c. however 
d. therefore 

10) Our banking clients want flexibility; ___________, we provide ATMs for use.

a. moreover 
b. however 
c. consequently 
d. furthermore